
HAVE GERMAN WILL TRAVEL WEIHNACHTEN 

"Bei uns ist immer was los!" 

NIKOLAUSTAG-SANTA CLAUS DAY 
der 6. Dezember 

Wer war Nikolaus? (Who was Nicholas?) 

Who is Nikolaus, then? 

Each year on December 6, Gennans remember the death of Nicholas of Myra (now the Anatolia region of modem 

Turkey), who died on that day in 346. He was a Greek Christian bishop known for miracles and gi\Ang gifts 

secretly, and is now the patron saint of little children, sailors, merchants and students. Known as Nicholas the 

Wonderworker for his miracles, he is also identified with Santa Claus. Beliefs and traditions about Nikolaus were 

probably combined with Gennan mythology, particularly regarding stories about the bearded pagan god Odin, who 

also had a beard and a bag to capture naughty children. 

But who exactly is St Nikolaus, why is he so important.. . and what makes him different from Santa 

Claus? Here's the story. 

Was Nikolaus a real person? 

Sort of. The figure known as St Nikolaus today is actually largely based on Bishop Nikolaus of Myra. 

This Nikolaus was born around AD 280-286, in Patara (now part of Turkey). He became Bishop of Myra 

(also Turkey) at quite a young age, and at one point was actually exiled and imprisoned because of his 

Christian faith. 

Santa Claus is a mythological 
character who lives in th e hearts of 

American children of all ages. How

ever, St. Nicholas was a historical fig

ure, th e bishop of Myra in Asia 
Minor (now Turkey), who was born 

in the third cen tury. In later times, 

h e became known as th e patro n 
saint of children - perhaps because 
of th e legends associated with him. 

The fact t hat Nikolaus is such a 
humble and believable character also 
contributes to a smaller emphasis 
on materialism. He comes in a 
donkey-drawn, earthbound sleigh 
instead of flying, and his pack holds 
simple fare- candy, fruits and very 
small toys- instead of expensive 
toys. Nikolaus does not encourage 
greed for gifts by inviting the children 
to sit on his lap and list their wants 
for weeks before his arrival. 

The story of St. Nicholas, the bishop of Myra in Minor Asia, who died on December 6th, 

343, dates back to the 4th century . He is said to appear in the company of Knecht 

Ruprecht, "Knecht" meaning "servant". Historically, Ruprecht was a dark and sinister 

figure wearing a tattered robe with a big sack on his back in which, as a legend says, he 

would put all naughty children. St. Nicholas also appears together with St. Peter, with 

an angel, the Christchil<,l (Christkindl) . As the gift-giving function of St. Nikolaus began to 

shift to the splendor of the candle-lit Christmas tree and emphasis on the birth of Christ, 

Knecht Ruprecht became the servant and companion of the Christchild. In this role 

Ruprecht became the patron saint of Christmas and was called "Weihnachtsmann," 

Father Christmas or Santa Claus. 


